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Abstract— Today, large population use social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn etc. Through social 

media, people share messages, photos. They also impart information about a particular event or specific situation. There is 

limited research on crowd management to handle a disaster. In this paper, we focus on Crowd Management using 

Sentiment Analysis as a tool for safety in some events or situations.  People convey their emotion about crowd using social 

sites. Crowd-related issues encountered day to day life such as stations, shopping malls, and stadiums or some events like 

marriage which may cause congestion and due to that some people may be injured or causes death. Peoples post their 

sentiments through Twitter, LinkedIn etc. In this paper, tweets are collected from social networking site Twitter. These 

sentiments contain the list of expressions which have some polarity value. We use a rule-based algorithm for sentiment 

analysis. Public opinion can be classified into either positive, negative or neutral sentiment. The public opinions are then 

collected, processed and analyzed using data mining techniques. The proposed system is based on a rule-based algorithm. 

Polarity score of the sentence is calculated through SND pattern. To improve the accuracy of the proposed system we 

collect data from some other social networking site. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Crowd Management is a real issue which causes a catastrophe in numerous spots like railroad station, shopping malls, 

blessed spots, theatres and so on. Crowd-related issues cause physical and social problems. People use social sites through 

a web portal, microblogs, public forum (e.g., Twitter, - Facebook, Google+) for daily updates [18]. The crowd because of 

the collection of individuals in expansive scale than anticipated, can cause health issues, noise and sometimes death. Mass 

social occasion happen at different occasions like games occasions, outside festival had to provide medical help [19].  

 

Authentic information is gathered related to the crowd which causes a disaster at that location. In2010, Love parade in 

Germany have given medical facility where 21 passed on and 510 were harmed. At this place, an extra crisis is required for 

human services administrations where disaster is noted.  

 

To stay away from the danger of catastrophe because of congestion caused by an increment in the density of people in 

crowd management ought to be taken care of. Different applications are created be utilizing new innovation - Internet of 

Things. It includes collection and analysis the information through sensors and actuators [1].  

 

Crowd management and control can be accomplished by utilizing Internet of Things where equipment gadgets are 

utilized to gauge crowd density and a feedback loop is used to deal with dynamic nature of the crowd. Dynamic Crowd 

management takes care of the blockage issue by deciding crowd movement through data investigation. Because of 

utilization of hardware devices used in IoT the framework is costlier, the unwanted situation due to the crowd can be 

analyzed through social sites. Nearly everybody is utilizing social sites through applications on advanced mobile phones, 

tablets. Peoples put their opinion on social networking sites on given topic for events happening around you [2][4]. 
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In the event, if a user feels like a crowd in the specific area is more than expected, at that point individuals put their 

opinion regarding blockage in particular area. This should be possible by recognizing area by ring query relying upon the 

specified area.  Data collection is the consistent process. People put their emotions through mobile apps, forums etc. 

People use social sites to report happenings around them related to the specific event through messages. Different 

occasions or events can cause an increment in crowd density over different areas like railway station, religious social 

occasion, music celebration and so forth. To stay away from the danger of catastrophe because of blockage caused by the 

increment in the density of people, crowd ought to be dealt with an orderly way. People use forum, blogs, microblogs 

through applications developed for advanced mobile phones related to social network. Their sentiments should be 

analyzed [6]. 

 

Individuals share their information through SUM for traffic event. Evaluation related to this is done for 2-class and 3-

class data set thinking about external events Traffic related event difficult to solve in case of deadlock. This paper is collect 

real-time public opinion having same interest using sentiment analysis [4]. It will build knowledge in continuous form by 

discarding unwanted data. As data generated through social network contains the huge amount of data, we use data mining 

and machine learning algorithm to solve the problem. Data collection is done on basis of WeFeelFine project and feeling 

database is generated through corpus and result is calculated by using bag-of-words. It uses CESA-TF.IDF-cosine 

approach. In this approach, there is limited training data set and it cannot be manually labelled by using tweets. The 

functions of Crowd Management are Investigation, Examination, and Notification. An investigation is based on public 

opinion collected for some event or situation occurred due to abnormal condition [2]. Evaluation is based on result 

occurred due to public opinion. Sentiment Analysis is done by Rule Based Algorithm. Rules are formed by SND model. 

The precision of rule-based approach is independent of a size of the text. Syntactic rule of any language is same so rules 

don't need to be modified. In this paper, sentiment Analysis is done by using rule-based approach. 

 

The content of the paper covers following topics. 1) We need to handle the crowd-related problem in new perspective 2) 

We should be able to extract sentiment words through tweets made through public emotions and through other social 

sites to increase sample in order to gain accuracy. 3) To implement the rule-based algorithm by identifying rules and action 

thereafter. Paper is arranged as follows: Next section describes Literature Review. Section III describes system architecture 

and processes Section IV describes experiments and study and section V is the conclusion. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Yuichi Kawamoto introduces A Feedback Control Based Crowd Dynamics Management in IoT System [1]. The 

purpose of the paper is crowd congestion is resolved in real time automatically by repeatedly collecting information 

through the environment by using of hardware devices and accordingly move a crowd with continuous loop behaviour. 

The author uses two mechanisms which are associated with each other which will detect congestion and then instruct to 

move the crowd accordingly. Here they use feedback control system to control and verify the state of crowd dynamic 

management. Given the state of a controlled object is changed by Feedback control theory with a controller. It is based on 

the difference between a value of desired state and the given state. It is determined by a feedback factor. It calculates 

current state value repeatedly and uses feedback loop with desired state value if the crowd is not controlled. In this paper, 

the result of the system depends on user’s sensation, a lag time of changes and influence of instruction. 

 

Jianping Cao introduces Web-Based Traffic Sentiment Analysis: Methods and Applications [2]. In this paper, the author 

focuses on intelligent transportation systems (ITSs). The author represents the traffic sentiment analysis (TSA) to handle 

ITS related issues. The author applies rule-based approach for TSA. It explains the cases like the yellow light rule and fuel 

price in China. These are used to find the efficiency of the system. Functions used in TSA are an investigation, evaluation, 

and prediction. In the given system, the author uses word segmentation and optimization to construct sentiment base. 

Positive and negative seed sets used to find polarity. Sentence sentiment is calculated by sentiment word (SW) and 

modifiers (Refusing words NW and Degree of Word DW). Final polarity is calculated to make a decision. 
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Bing Liu present A Survey of Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis [3]. In this chapter, the author discusses 

identifying correlated sites and information and opinions are summarized among them which will be helpful for subjective 

biases and mental limitation. The author discusses various approaches used for sentiment analysis. Author first discuss the 

related technical issues which should be notified. He then describes various data mining algorithms and their reviews. The 

author discusses the various issue for finding opinion spam or fake reviews. Finally, the author discusses how to approach 

utility and find quality of online reviews for research. Chapter in the given book proposes and examine fields in sentiment 

analysis and opinion mining. Sentiment and polarity classification determines opinions about document or sentence, and it 

is used to find positive or negative polarity of the document. 

 

Montejo-Raez presents Crowd Explicit Sentiment Analysis [4]. In this author explains Crowd Explicit Sentiment 

Analysis (CESA) as sentiment analysis approach. From a collection of document, microblogs are identified. Microblogs 

show clear polarity value in the textual representation. This paper uses polarity classification for different languages. In this 

paper, SVM machine learning algorithm is used for classification. Author has the collection of emotional words where 

polarity classification is done for emotional words on basis of Altavista search engine e.g. excellent or poor. It uses steam-

based approach. Vector is used for finding polarity. Vector technology is used for finding polarity of the text. The author 

uses polarity labels for specific feelings. This method is only used for the simple structure. We need to build a solution for 

sophisticated sentences.  

 

Eleonora Dandrea present Real-Time Detection of Traffic from Twitter Stream Analysis [6]. The author presented 

continuous monitoring system for analyzing traffic through Tweets made by people. The system retrieves opinions made 

by people through Twitter, and with some specific issue it processes tweets through some data mining algorithms, and 

finally sentiment classification is done for twitter data. Its implementation shows the scope of the system is determined 

traffic related events almost in real time. In text mining process, the information present in the document is converted into 

vector space representation. Various Data mining or machine learning algorithms are used for documents in the vector 

space representation, to perform polarity classification and so on. The results are then obtained to measure the 

effectiveness and to verify the accuracy achieved. Most often Twitter is used for microblogging services. First, tweeter 

allows message up to 140 characters used for real-time application to get a quick result. Second, each message in twitter 

contains meta-information which consist of additional information. It will be helpful for classification. Third, Twitter 

messages are accessible to everyone with no privacy limitations. Drivers usually share traffic related messages through 

twitter only whenever there is high requirement and situation becomes very serious.  

 

Mr. Penubaka Balaji presents Levels of Sentiment Analysis and Its challenges: A Literature Review [7]. In this paper, 

the author uses machine learning algorithm for sentiment analysis. This approach is used to categorize and mine human 

opinions, sentiments. Different Classification techniques for sentiment analysis such as Sentence level sentiment analysis, 

document-level sentiment analysis, and phrase-level sentiment analysis are discussed by the author. Some major issues like 

information extraction, sentiment determination, relation extraction etc. related to sentiment analysis are also discussed. 

The author also represents different phases of sentiment analysis. Tanzim Mahmud introduces A Rule-Based Approach 

for NLP Based Query Processing [10]. In this paper author concern about the development of database NLIDBs used for 

processing natural language. It translates the purpose of the person into database instructions. The human enters questions 

in natural language are treated as input and it produces output as a simple query. Once the statement is formed, the 

database management system processes the query to produce the result for the question being asked in natural language. 

The author also uses this approach for building the NLIDB based on CPG. It is performed in two steps that are syntactic 

processing then semantic processing. The author uses the rule-based system which takes users questions in their own 

language. Then it processes users own language to get regular SQL query.  

 

Sasan Amini presents Big Data Analytics Architecture for Real-Time Traffic Control [5]. This paper presents an 

exclusive architecture for real-time traffic control based on Big Data analysis. This paper used Kafka platform for building 

data pipelines and stream processing. This architecture is used to mark various types of queries and various events used for 

traffic control having safety-critical issues.  
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The architecture should also be flexible. There are different ITS actors like actuators, detectors, actuators etc.). They 

can publish as well as subscribe to Kafka topics. Kafka is interconnection which disconnects publishers from subscribers 

through analytics engine. The new data item is stored in a Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) for further analysis. 

 

III.  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND PROCESSES 
 

When people notice about the increase in density at a particular location due to some event, people express their 

feelings through social sites. For a specific event, if crowd increases and it goes beyond the expected number of people in 

particular area, then people put their sentiments through mobile applications.  

 

The System uses following tools used for development purpose are (1) Twitter4J- It is used for integrating Java and 

Twitter applications and (2) Standford-CoreNLP [22] - It is used as a natural language processing tool. (3) SQLite-JDBC- 

used for integration of Java and SQLite database.  

 

The architecture of proposed system shown in Fig 1. It consists of five phases. i.e. Data Fetching and pre-processing, 

Analysis of Sentiment Word and Modifiers, Apply rules, Sentence Classification and Notification. The detail description of 

these steps is given below. 

 

1. Data Fetching and pre-processing - In this phase, data is collected through Twitter as text through Twitter API [23]. 

The text is then fragmented sentence and words.  

 

2. Analysis of Sentiment Word and Modifiers - In this phase, sentiment words are extracted from Standford CoreNLP 

library [22]. The library contains raw score and vocabulary of sentiment words. Final dataset is arranged in 5 classes. In this 

step, the scope of sentiment word is found. Standford CoreNLP uses pipeline where every word is processed through 

Tokenization, Sentence Splitting, Syntax parsing and Sentiment where we provide raw text and it will generate annotated 

text. This Annotation is mapped to the class key for linguistic analysis. Degree words are also extracted to change the 

polarity of sentiment and negative words are used to alter the polarity.  

 

3. Apply rules - In this phase, polarity score of the sentence is as per rules specified for sentiment pattern. It is used to 

express the sentiment of a twitter message. Every sentiment word has specific value in standford dictionary. Sentiment 

value of text is calculated by using SND pattern in the sentence. 
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Fig 1: Block Diagram for Sentiment Analysis 
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The semantic rule is very important in rule-based classification. The semantic rule for rule-based approach is expressed 

by arrangement of words - sentiment words (SW) and its adjunctss [negative words (NW) and degree words (DW)], which 

is expressed by the pattern specified by SW, NW and DW (SND Pattern). Among the three factors, SW is considered as 

the most important. Therefore, we first select S from the sentence. The corresponding NW and DW are placed around 

SW. Negative word is used to negate the polarity of sentiment word and Degree word is used to strengthen or weaken the 

intensity of sentiment word. The SND model is then established. The table shows Rules and action taken for the algorithm 

implemented. Let P is sentiment polarity score. Ps and Pd are the sentiments are the score of sentiment word S, the value 

of degree word DW. The formulas for calculating the sentimental value is listed in Table I. 

 

Rule Formula 

SW+DW  

P = Ps × Pd DW+SW 

NW+SW P = - Ps 

NW+DW+SW P = (-1/3) × Pd × 

Ps 

DW+NW+SW P = - Pd × Ps 

 

 

 

4. Sentence Classification and Notification - Text (tweet) is being classified into positive, negative or neutral sentiment. 

Finally, we location wise, sentiment polarity is represented by using graph. 

 

Sentiment polarity of the tweet is having the number of expressions. So, the resultant polarity of the sentiment is 

calculated by 

 

R= 1/F ∑ (Si). (Ii) 

 

Where, 

R = Resultant polarity 

F - Set of Feelings  

S - Strength of feeling. 

I - Polarity Label. Where I = {-1,1} 

1 - Region is not crowded and  

-1- Specified region is crowded. 

 

Algorithm for Rule-based Classification is given below. 

 

Algorithm: Rule-Based Sentiment Analysis 

 

Input:  Set of Sentences called text in the form of tweets 

Step 1:  If a text is a sentence - S 

Step 2:   Extract Sentiment Word and Modifiers from the text.  

Step 3:   Get Polarity score of sentiment word. 

Step 4:  Get a grade of degree word. 

Step 5:  Do SND extraction of S. 

Step 6:  Calculate Sentiment Polarity Score P. 

 Else        //If it is a document. 

Step 7:   For each sentence S1, S2…Sn  

 

 

TABLE I: SET OF RULES 
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Step 8:    Extract Sentiment Word and Modifiers from the text.  

Step 9:    Get Polarity score of sentiment word. 

Step 10:   Get the grade of degree word. 

Step 11:   Do SND extraction of S. 

Step 12:   Calculate Sentiment Polarity score of ith expression P. 

Step 13:   Find the weight of sentence Wi = 1 (for all i) 

Step 14:   Final Sentiment Polarity = ∑ Pi × Wi where, i =1 to n 

End For 

 End If  

Step 15: Perform sentiment classification on a text.   

 

IV.  EXPERIMENT AND STUDY 
 

In this section, we describe an evaluation of the proposed system. We describe three different classification models - 

SVM, Naïve Bayes and Rule-based. Naive Bayes is family of simple but powerful machine learning algorithms that use 

probabilities and Bayes' Theorem to predict category of text. Support Vector Machine is supervised learning models with 

associated learning algorithms that analyze data used for classification and regression analysis.  

 

1. Data Set: For Naïve Bayes' and SVM, the author used Twitter as data set. Size of data set is 19340 in which 18340 is used 

as training data set and 1000 records are used as testing data set. For Rule-Based, data set is collected from tianya.cn. the 

author used the Chinese language. In the proposed system, we used Standford CoreNLP library as data set. It uses two 

files for analyzing data, where one file contains vocabulary and other contains its raw score. Dataset is mapped into 5 

classes. Standford CoreNLP is used as training dataset and Twitter is used as a testing data set.  

 

2. Evaluation Method: For performance evaluation, we use confusion matrix for evaluation. The system is yet to be 

implemented, so result and performance are fawaited. We compare performance with the existing system. We select 

accuracy, recall, and precision as an indicator to evaluate the performance of Naive Bayesian, Support vector machine and 

Rule-based algorithm. These performances are shown in table II and III. 

 

The accuracy of the result is calculated as follows. 

Accuracy = (TP −FP)/ (TP + TN + FP + FN)    (2) 

 

Recall and precision rates of negative polarity are calculated as follows.  

Recall (N) = TN / (FP + TN)     (3) 

Precision = TN / (FN + TN)     (4) 

 

Table II shows performance measure for Naive Bayes, SVM, and rule-based algorithm in terms of accuracy. Table III 

compares performance and recall for the same algorithm. 

 

TABLE II 

COMPARISON OF THREE ALGORITHMS FOR ACCURACY [2,16] 

 

Method Accuracy 

Rule-Based 82.45 

SVM 85.2 

Naïve Bayes’ 85.2 
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TABLE III  

COMPARISON OF THREE ALGORITHMS FOR PRECISION AND RECALL [2,16] 

 

Method Recall 

(P) 

Precision 

(P) 

Recall 

(N) 

Precision 

(N) 

Rule-Based 30.52 84.64 98.31 82.25 

SVM 88.3 43.8 83.5 35.7 

Naïve Bayes’ 91.2 49.3 85.4 39.3 

 

The above table presents an evaluation of sentiment intensity. Comparison between the results is as follows. 

 The accuracy of SVM and Naive Bayes algorithm is higher than Rule-based. 

 Precision value for positive and negative polarity is higher in rule-based algorithm than in SVM and Naive Bayes. 

 Positive text recall for Rule-based is less than SVM and Naive Bayes as an increase in Negative recalls. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Crowd management is an important issue which causes accidents very frequently. Congestion caused due to the 

crowd should be avoided. Crowd management and control are done by collecting and analyzing people feelings for a 

specific event. There is the huge amount of data, so the analysis is done using data mining algorithm. We use Rule Base 

algorithm for Sentiment Analysis. It is used to find polarity of a document. We also consider modifiers like Negative words 

and degree of the word. Final polarity is calculated to identify the region is crowded or not to take proper decision.  
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